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FEES, FINES, AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN TENNESSEE
How It All Works and Why It Matters

Even if not convicted, people charged with crimes in Tennessee often face substantial fees, fines, taxes,
and other financial obligations. Our state and local governments use these fees and fines both as
punishment and to fund the criminal justice system itself. Many policymakers may not fully appreciate
the extent of their use and the trade-offs they entail.
This executive summary briefly explains the fees and fines people can incur through the criminal justice
system and how they affect everyone from the accused, convicted, and incarcerated to victims, law
enforcement, and the courts. Click here to read Sycamore’s full report and see the list of over 360
distinct fees and fines authorized in Tennessee state law.
Future reports will look at how Tennessee’s state and local governments use fees and fines to raise
revenue, as well as options for policymakers who want to consider alternatives or address any
unintended consequences.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• People can accrue a multitude of fees, fines, taxes, and other financial charges – both punitive
and procedural – as they move through Tennessee’s criminal justice system.
• State law sets broad rules for fees and fines, but many state and local entities influence when
and how they apply in each situation. The result is wide variation across Tennessee.
• Fees and fines help pay for many essential functions of the criminal justice system, but the
revenue is not always reliable and may create undesirable incentives.
• For people less able to pay, fees and fines can prolong their involvement in the criminal justice
system and make it harder to get ahead.
People can accrue a multitude of different fees and fines as they move through Tennessee’s
criminal justice system (Figure 1). State law lays out hundreds of optional and mandatory costs that
can be levied by courts, state agencies, local officials, and sometimes private entities. The actual
amounts owed depend on the offense, the actors involved, and a case’s ultimate outcome, but they
can add up quickly. (1) Recent testimony claims the average can end up totaling several thousand
dollars from pre-trial to community supervision. (2)

Who Decides What Fees & Fines Apply?
Across Tennessee, there is significant variation in when and how criminal justice fees and fines
are applied. State law lays out a broad framework within which many different entities have discretion
that affects the financial obligations of being accused or convicted of a crime (Figure 2). These people
include law enforcement, district attorneys, judges, juries, county commissions, jail administrators, and
court clerks.
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Terminology “Criminal justice fees and fines,” “criminal justice financial obligations,” “legal
financial obligations,” and criminal justice debt all refer to costs a person may owe as they move
through the criminal justice system. These terms do not include the costs of private legal
representation.

Figure 1. People Can Accrue a Multitude of Financial Obligations as
They Move Through Tennessee’s Criminal Justice System
Examples of Criminal Justice Fees and Fines Authorized in Tennessee (2020)
Pre-Trial
•

Booking & Processing Fee

•

Daily Jail Fee

•

•

Cash Bail or Bail Bond Fee

•

•

Public Defender & Indigent
Counsel Fees

•
•

•

Electronic Traffic Citation Fee

•

Public Record Search Fee

•

BAC Test Fee

•

Transportation Fee

•

Citation in Lieu of Arrest Fee

•

Petition, Warrant, & Citation
Issued Fees

•

Credit Card Processing Fee

•

•

•
•

State & Local Litigation
Taxes

•

•
Institution of Criminal Case •
Fee
•
Record Fees
•
Victim-Offender Mediation
•
Center Litigation Tax
•
Victim Assistance Program
•
Fee
•
Jail/Courtroom
Construction/Renovation
•
Tax
•
General Sessions Judge Tax •
Courthouse Security Tax

•

Judge/Clerk Training Fee

•

Failure to Appear Fees

Community
Supervision

Conviction &
Incarceration

Trial & Other Court
Cert. of Criminal History Fee

•

Fines

•

Supervision Fee

Drug Testing Fees

•

Restitution

•

Electronic Monitoring Fee

Criminal Contempt Fee

•

Offense-Specific Conviction Fees
& Contributions

•

Ignition Interlock Fee

•

Property Seizures

•

Technology Fee

•

Property Seizure Fee

•

Drug Testing Fee

•

Property Seizure Storage Fee

•

DNA Testing Fee

•

Jailers’ Fee

•

Transaction Fee

•

Fees for Incidentals (uniforms,
soap, etc.)

•

Sex Offender Registry Fee

•

•

Medical Co-Pays

Supervision Violation
Proceedings Fee

•

Telephone Fees

•

Behavioral Health Treatment
Costs

•

Transportation Costs

•

Records Expungement Fee

•

Work Release Fees

•

•

Education Testing Fees (e.g.
GED)

Drivers License Reinstatement
Fee

Subpoena Issuance Fee
Continuance Request Fee
Filing Fee
Filing Subscription Fee
Copy Fees
Certification Fees
Service of Process Fees
Data Processing Fees
Jury Security Fees

•

Court Case Fee

•

Law Library Fees

•

Prisoner Escort Fee

This list is not comprehensive.
Source: The Sycamore Institute’s review of Tennessee state law

Figure 2. Many People Influence When and How Fees and Fines
Apply in Tennessee, Creating Wide Variation
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Source: The Sycamore Institute
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How Fees & Fines Affect Different Stakeholders
Fees and fines help pay for many essential functions of the criminal justice system, but they
often come with trade-offs and can have unintended consequences. In the full report, we describe
in greater detail some of the ways – both good and bad – that legal financial obligations affect various
stakeholders. Specifically, we discuss how fees and fines matter to taxpayers and society, crime victims,
state and local government, and the people accused of committing crimes.
•

Taxpayers and Society – Some fees and fines are meant to help deter crime and fund critical
public safety functions. However, research suggests that the severity of a penalty – financial or
otherwise – often does little to deter serious crimes.

•

Victims of Crime – Restitution and compensation repay victims of crime for economic losses it
has caused.

•

State and Local Governments – Fees and fines help fund state and local criminal justice
systems, but the revenue is not always reliable and may create undesirable incentives and new
costs for governments.

•

People Accused or Convicted of Crimes -- For people unable to pay fees and fines, these
costs can prolong their involvement in the criminal justice system and make it harder to get
ahead. For example, an ex-offender reentering society with unpaid debts and a revoked
driver’s license may have more trouble securing a job, housing, and financial stability – all
associated with reduced recidivism. Unintended consequences like these can play out in a
number of ways.

Parting Words
People can face a wide range of fees and fines at every stage within the criminal justice system. While
meant to deter or punish crime and help pay for essential public safety functions, they can also make it
harder for offenders to reintegrate and avoid further criminal justice involvement. This report begins a
series intended to help policymakers better understand those trade-offs. Future installments will
explore how fees and fines help fund Tennessee’s state and local governments and present options for
policymakers who want to address unintended side-effects or take an alternative approach.
Read the full report for a more in-depth analysis and a full list of sources and citations.
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